HIGH SEASON 2022
ENGLISH

We create unforgettable experiences. A mix of emotions
and feelings that express the authentic Italian soul.
Details make the difference.

WELCOME TO
PREMIUM TRAVELLERS’
EXPERIENCES
Premium Travellers is the department we proudly gave
life to and dedicated to creating exclusive, tailor-made
experiences and to providing luxury travel services. Our
travel experts aim to design the journey of a lifetime for
each guest, going above and beyond to guarantee an
unforgettable experience, while providing fully customizable itineraries, an excellent customer service, a true
talent for details and client satisfaction.
We are delighted to share with you an introduction to
Italy through the experiences we love and recommend
the most, from North to South. Take your time to dive
in our travel recommendations and get inspiration! Our
Premium Travellers’ experts await you to help plan the
perfect Italy escape.
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We'd love to help you attentively
create the unforgettable Italian
experience, including:
· Personalized itineraries, activities, shopping tours, and
tastings.
· Exclusive visits to highly-requested sites and attractions
closed to the general public.
· Local assistance from our experts and insiders. 24/7 concierge service.
· The most comfortable and excellent accommodations,
restaurants, spas, and entertainment.
· Meet-and-greet services. VIP Welcome.
· Private services and rentals (limousines, luxury and vintage cars, planes, helicopters, yachts, scooters, golf carts,
bicycles).
· Horse and carriage tours.
· Exclusive Luxury Villas.
· Hot air balloon rides.
... and much more!.
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Choosing the perfect itinerary might be hard. To give
you just a flavor of the experiences you may offer
your clients in Italy, here is our exclusive selection of
the most required Premium Packages in Italy.
Why our Premium Packages
are unique and beloved by travellers?
Italian style

Designed by Italians for travelers that look for authentic
experiences. Our personal travel consultant will help you
create the best travel experience.

No worries and freedom

FIT packages with a wide selection of available dates. You
sell the package and we organize all the services for your
clients.
According to customer needs, changes on itinerary and
services always possible.

Secured price

Thanks to our contracted rates, you may always take our
Premium Packages for granted.

Accommodations

Hotels included in the package are selected and monitored
from the bottom to the top.

Expert local guides and tour escorts

Our expert local guides and tour escorts are licensed
professionals, experienced and friendly!

Best quality/price ratio

Premium Packages are the result of our 100-year history
as influent tour operators in the industry, but we do
stay humble and guarantee you the highest level of
competitiveness and quality-price ratio.
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Back to
Safe Travel
Wear masks during the tour

In case you don’t have one,
we can provide it for free

Keep your hands clean
We have sanitizer gel
if you need it

Maintain social distancing
At least 1 meter (4 feet)

Hotels
HOTEL
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Our selected Hotels have
taken additional measures
to make their cleaning and
hygiene protocols even
more rigorous
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TOURS INDEX
Rome history and gastronomy

5 Days · 4 Nights
Rome > Rome ................................................... 12

Naples, the history of Pompeii
and the magic of the Amalfi Coast

4 Days · 3 Nights
Naples > Pompeii > Monte Vesuvio > Amalfi Coast
Naples............................................................... 16

Florence: the cradle of the renaissance and the excellence of Chianti

4 Days · 3 Nights
Florence > Chianti with wine tasting and lunch >
Florence............................................................ 20

Florence, the enchanting Siena
& San Gimignano

4 Days · 3 Nights
Florence > Siena & San Gimignano with wine
tasting and lunch > Florence............................. 22

Bologna gastronomic experience
with Ferrari Museum and Pavarotti’s
House
4 Days · 3 Nights
Bologna > Modena > Pavarotti’s house >
Maranello > Parma > Bologna.......................... 26

Bologna: food and wine experience

4 Days · 3 Nights
Bologna > Parma > Reggio Emilia or Modena >
Parma > Bologna ............................................. 28

The best of Cinque Terre with boat
trip and wine tour

4 Days · 3 Nights
Monterosso al Mare > Corniglia > Manarola >Vernazza > Riomaggiore > Monterosso al Mare..... 34

Como Lake with Bernina Express

4 Days · 3 Nights
Como > Bernina Express > Como...................... 38

Como Lake deluxe with Bernina
Express and lake terrace dinner

4 Days · 3 Nights
Tremezzo > Bernina Express > Tremezzo.......... 40

Milan & Como Lake experience

4 Days · 3 Nights
Milan > Como > Bellagio > Milan..................... 42

Venice Experience with Gondola &
Bacaro Tour

4 Days · 3 Nights
Venice > Venice ................................................ 46

Marvellous Sardinia

6 Days · 5 Nights
Baja Sardinia > Baja Sardinia........................... 50

Discovery Italy with us .......................54
Useful information................................55
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Lazio
WHEN IN ROME
When in Rome, do as Romans do. We are all familiar with this old adage. So, as Romans, we have some
pretty clear ideas about what is eternally beautiful in
the amazing Eternal City.
Some places are so iconic that you really can't miss
them—but you can benefit from exclusive entrances,
reserved opening times, and specialized experiences. These sites include the majestic Colosseum and
Pantheon, the elegant Spanish Steps close to the
boutiques on Via dei Condotti, and the Trevi Fountain,
famous for its appearance in Fellini's movie La Dolce
Vita. Other locales, however, are more unexpected and
intimate, and we look forward to designing a personal
tour full of unique gems and secret corners throughout Rome.
We also love the evocative hills, lakes, and towns
around the Italian capital: the Medieval castles of the
Castelli Romani, well-known for their food and wines;
the impressive aristocratic villas and gardens of Villa
D'Este and Villa Adriana in Tivoli; or, finally, the decorated Etruscan necropolis and archaeological sites of
Cerveteri.
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LOW SEASON

ROME HISTORY AND GASTRONOMY

daily

price per person

01/12/2021 - 26/12/2021
04/01/2022 - 11/04/2022
26/06/2022 - 31/08/2022

SGL € 2.413,00
DBL € 1.493,00
TPL € 1.265,00

5 Days · 4 Nights
Rome > Rome

HIGH SEASON

daily

price per person

27/12/2021 - 03/01/2022
12/04/2022 25/06/2022
01/09/2022 - 27/10/2022

SGL € 2.642,00
DBL € 1.645,00
TPL € 1.393,00

BLACK OUT DATES
TBA

INCLUDES
» 4 Nights in Rome: 3 nights BB and 1 night HB.
» Private Transfer from Rome Intl Airport to Hotel (roundtrip).

TOURS & ACTIVITIES
» Vatican Museums Tour (small group of max 8 people).
» Colosseum, Palatine Hill and Roman Forum Tour (small group of max
8 people).
» Tours include: English professional guide, entrance tickets with no
line.
» Pizza-baking class and Rome food tour (small group of max 12
people).
» Private Transfers: Day 2 from the Hotel to Archeological Area.
» Day 3 from the hotel to the meeting point (Piazza Farnese corner of
Via dei Baullari, 106) + transfer at the end of the tour from Trastevere
area to Vatican Museums.
» Private Tour Tivoli and Its Villas: Villa Adriana e Villa D’Este.
» Private car and English speaking guide at disposal for 6 hours, Villa
D’Este e Villa Adriana Entrance Tickets.

HOTEL
ROME

IMPERIALE 4*

ITINERARY
Day 1
ROME

Welcome to Rome! Meet our driver at the airport and transfer to your hotel. Dinner at the Hotel Imperiale’s Restaurant. Overnight stay in Rome.

Day 2
ROME

Today a must-see for every traveler who visits Rome: the
Colosseum, the symbol of Rome! You can now take advantage of our exclusive prime service and enjoy this day
in the most relaxing way. Wake up in the morning at your
centrally located hotel and after breakfast wear a pair of
comfortable shoes and wait for our driver to come and
pick you up: you’ll reach the archaeological area to join a
super-agile small group of less than 8 people. Gain your
special access to the Colosseum and, once inside, breath
the bloody past of the Amphitheater and its atmosphere
led by passionate and expert guides. This huge travertine
and tuff structure could hold between 50,000 and 80,000
spectators, all hungering for pretty gory shows such as
hunting games or gladiatorial fights. The tour includes
also a guided walk in the Roman Forum, the cultural and
political center of Ancient Rome, as well as a stroll around
the Palatine Hill, the area where the city of Rome was
legendary founded by Romulus and where the emperors
used to live for centuries. At the end of the tour time at your
leisure. Lunch on your own. In the afternoon reach Trastevere (Vicolo della Scalaccia 8) on your own ready to join
our family-friendly class of no more than 12 people at Lo
Studio (Vicolo della Scalaccia 8). We’ll meet there for this
hands-on activity. You’ll learn what ingredients are needed
to make the perfect pizza dough, how to knead it and how
to top it properly. And you’ll do it yourself, choosing your
own ingredients: you’ll be free to experiment with various
recipes and toppings. Bake the pizza in the oven and wait
for it to turn into a thin-and-crispy-but-still-fluffy delicacy.
While the pizza is in the oven, enjoy your well-earned rest!
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Relax and immerse yourself in the unique experience of
an Italian pizza dinner. Start with a tasty bruschetta and
make a toast to the good life: water, wine or a soft drink is
included. Taste the pizza you prepared and find out whether you developed the skills of an authentic pizzaiolo. After
this cool experience, you can fully enjoy some time to stroll
around on your own. Trastevere is one of the cores of the
Roman nightlife, bustling and busy with pubs, restaurants
and clubs for all ages. You can have a walk before heading
back to your hotel. Overnight stay in Rome.

Day 3
ROME

After a rich breakfast at the hotel you will meet your driver who will take you to the meeting point with your local
foodie guide. You will enjoy a lovely walking tour through
local food markets, grocery stores and gelato shops in
the areas of Campo De’ Fiori, Trastevere, and the Jewish
Ghetto. We know that walking makes one hungry, that’s
why we thought you’d appreciate some pit-stops! You’ll enjoy a slice of freshly baked crispy “Pizza Bianca” (Rome’s
own version of focaccia) cut in half horizontally and filled
with thin slices of freshly cut “mortadella”: a traditional,
more-Roman-than-the-Colosseum easy snack that locals
love. And what about trying a “Supplì”? This little ball of
deep-fried tomato sauce risotto with a heart of melted
mozzarella cheese is everyone’s favorite street food. Pasta
will be on the list too, along with some dishes from the Roman Jewish tradition: “Carciofo alla Giudìa”, a deep-fried
artichoke that looks like a tiny sunflower, as well as “Filetto di Baccalà”, a battered and deep-fried fleshy cod fillet.
Save some space for dessert, because we won’t skip our
portion of artisan “Gelato”! At the end of this experience,
meet your driver to head to Vatican area, ready to join a
super-agile group of less than 8 people. Meet your professional guide and take a tour of the Vatican Museums,
Sistine Chapel and St.Peter’s Basilica, skipping all lines!
Admire the Gallery of Tapestries, the Geographical Maps

and the beautiful Raphael’s rooms before arriving at the
Sistine Chapel, Michelangelo’s masterpiece! After the
Sistine Chapel you will be taken, through an exclusive access to St. Peter’s Basilica, skipping long lines. At the end
of the tour, time at your leisure to discover hidden corners
of Rome. Overnight stay

Day 4
ROME

Today, after breakfast, you will visit Tivoli and its Villas on
a private tour. You will meet your Driver to head to Tivoli, a
small town located few kilometers away from Rome, in a
splendid natural environment between the Eternal city and
the high hills to the east of Rome. It’s a world-renowned
town for hosting two UNESCO World Heritage Sites. It’s
here that, back in the 2nd century AD, the emperor Hadrian built his majestic villa: a luxury country residence where
he used to retreat and where he lived his late years. The
huge complex includes more than 30 buildings, several
swimming pools, former thermal stations and covers an
area that’s larger than a square kilometer, which gives
quite an idea of this place’s aim: to show the greatness, opulence and vast power of the emperor.In the 16th century,
much of the remaining marble and statues were removed
from Hadrian's Villa by Cardinal Ippolito II d'Este, to decorate his own villa located nearby: Villa d’Este, another UNESCO world heritage site. Largely frescoed on the inside,
the Villa is surrounded by a unique garden, displaying a
complex system of pools, water jets, channels, fountains,
cascades, and water games. And what makes this system
of fountains such an incredible masterpiece of engineering is that it works entirely by the force of gravity, without
pumps. Enjoy your day!

Day 5
ROME

Breakfast at the hotel and transfer to the airport. End of
our services
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Campania
CAMPANIA FELIX
Romans used to say that the Campania region is felix—that is, fertile, fecund, rich, and happy. It's not a
secret that Campania represents some of the most
celebrated parts of Italian cuisine, from its espresso
coffee to the original pizza, which, in 2017 was named
to the UNESCO Representative List of the Intangible
Cultural Heritage of Humanity.
But Campania doesn't just only delicious, characteristic flavors. Amazing seascapes and a suggestive
patchwork of colorful towns overlook the glittering
blue Mediterranean from the Amalfi and Sorrento
Coasts, as well as on lovely little islands such Capri,
Ischia, and Procida—all perfect for relaxing and sailing. The electrifying metropolitan life on the streets of
Naples is waiting for you, while signs of ancient life
are frozen in time in the impressive archaeological
sites of Pompeii, Herculaneaum, and Cuma.
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NAPLES THE HISTORY OF POMPEII
AND THE MAGIC OF THE AMALFI
COAST

HIGH SEASON

daily

price per person

01/04/2022 - 30/06/2022
30/08/2022 – 31/10/2022

SGL € 1.552,00
DBL € 1.009,00
TPL € 923,00

BLACK OUT DATES
14-17 APRIL
22 - 26 APRIL
29 APRIL - 01 MAY
31 MAY - 2 JUNE

4 Days · 3 Nights
Naples> Pompeii> Monte Vesuvio > Amalfi Coast > Naples

LOW SEASON

daily

price per person

01/07/2022 - 29/08/2022

SGL € 1.402,00
DBL € 925,00
TPL € 852,00

INCLUDES
» Transfer in and out (from airport, station or pier).
» 3 Nights in Naples BB.

TOURS & ACTIVITIES
» Pompei and Vesuvius with wine tasting (small group of max 8 people). Transportation, English speaking guide at disposal for 7 hours
approx, Pompei and Vesuvio Entrance Tickets . Light lunch with wine
tasting. Tour leaves at 08:30. Pick up/drop off hotel.
» Amalfi Coast (small group of max 12 people). Transportation, English
speaking driver. Duration of the tour 9 hours approx. Tour leaves at
08:30. Pick up/drop off hotel.

HOTEL
NAPLES

GRAND HOTEL SANTA LUCIA 4*

ITINERARY
Day 1
NAPLES

Welcome to Naples! Meet our driver at the airport or station and transfer to your hotel. Overnight stay in Naples.

Day 2
NAPLES · POMPEII AND MT VESUVIUS

Today a must-see for every traveler who visits Italy: Pompeii and the Volcano Vesuvius! Wake up in the morning at
your seafront located hotel and after breakfast,wait for our
driver at about 7.45 am to pick you up to reach the meeting point where your guide and a small van are waiting for
you. You will be amazed visiting Pompeii, the most famous
and evocative archaeological site in the world (UNESCO
World Heritage Site) and, after this unique experience,
you will take an excursion on the volcano Vesuvius, "the
Big Giant", which caused the destruction of this city in 79
AD. The Roman city of Pompeii disappeared under a thick
layer of volcanic ashes, blasted over the city as a consequence of a devastating volcanic eruption which killed its
inhabitants making it disappear for about 1500 years, until
it was rediscovered as one of the best-preserved ancient
spots of the world. Frozen at the moment it was buried,
this unique archeological site provides a unique snapshot
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of the Ancient Roman city life. Walking along the streets
of Pompeii, you’ll discover houses, bakeries, and shops
and you’ll catch a glimpse into the everyday lives of the
Ancients. After Pompeii, drive up Mt Vesuvius and stop
in a local restaurant located in a panoramic place along
the slopes. Enjoy your wine tasting with local food. Whereupon, our driver will lead you to 1000 m altitude and once
there you will walk to the real top of the volcano to see the
crater. At the summit, you can enjoy the explanation made
by a professional guide of the National Park, or just peek
into the crater on your own. You will admire the summit of
Mount Somma (1133 m) and to the right the cone of Vesuvius (1281 m), both separated by a valley, called Valley of the
Giant. Mt Vesuvius is majestic and stunning at the same
time. It is absolutely worth visiting it!. At the end of the visit,
we’ll board our van and travel back to Naples. Overnight
stay in Naples.

Day 3
NAPLES · AMALFI COAST

No holiday in Naples is complete without a trip to the enchanting Amalfi Coast! Home to limoncello, the delicious
lemon liqueur, the Amalfi coast is a stunning location and
a UNESCO World Heritage Site. After breakfast at the
hotel you will meet your driver at about 7.45 am who will

take you to the meeting point where our English-speaking
driver is waiting for you. Explore the famous Amalfi Coast
on this small group full-day excursion. Colorful tiny houses
perched upon cliffs and amazing views of the ocean are
only a small part of what will make you fall in love with this
exclusive destination, one of the most charming villages of
southern Italy: Positano and Amalfi. You will be taken to
Positano, that, thanks to its splendid panoramic position
and enchanting town center, is one of the most beautiful villages in the south of Italy. From the quaint, colorful
shops that line the roads, to its numerous world famous
beaches, Positano will leave you amazed. We will then
move on to Amalfi: with its Mediterranean architecture,
stacked houses and colorful buildings, Amalfi is definitely
one of Italy's most VIP summer destinations. You’ll spend
a whole day with us, touring around the marvelous Amalfi
coast, until finally you’ll be driven back to Naples. (Transfer
to the hotel included). Rest of the day at your leisure to discover hidden corners of Naples. Overnight stay.

Day 4
NAPLES

Breakfast at the hotel and transfer to the airport or Station.
End of our services.
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Toscana
IN THE HEART
OF THE RENAISSANCE
Few regions have the charm of Tuscany. Divided between an extremely refined culture, valuable art and
historical sites, and a genuine tradition of exquisite
food and red wines, Tuscany has it all. And we’d love
for you to sample all of these intriguing aspects.
We suggest you wander through Tuscany’s rolling hills
and fragrant vineyards, indulging in the pleasure of
traditional cuisine and tasting local wines such as the
velvety Chianti, an authentic Brunello di Montalcino,
or the fruity Vino Nobile of Montepulciano. In between,
visit the celebrated historic centers dotted across the
region to travel into the very heart of the Italian Renaissance and Middle Age fairytales.
We absolutely recommend Florence with its famed art
galleries and unique architecture, amazing boutiques
and local artisans, but you also can't miss either the
surrounding UNESCO World Heritage Sites: Pisa and
its Lending Tower, San Gimignano with its Medieval
towers, Siena and its long-running Palio horse race,
Pienza, Lucca, Monteriggioni, the Val D'Orcia, and
the aristocratic villas and gardens once owned by the
powerful Medici family.
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FLORENCE: THE CRADLE OF THE
RENAISSANCE AND THE EXCELLENCE
OF CHIANTI
4 Days · 3 Nights
Florence > Chianti with wine tasting and lunch > Florence

HIGH SEASON

daily

price per person

12/04/2022 - 16/07/2022
08/09/2022 - 22/10/2022
28/12/2022 - 31/12//2022

SGL € 2.803,00
DBL € 1.518,00
TPL € 1.108,00

From 14/06/2022 to 16/06/2022
Supplement per person to add

From 28/12/2022 to 31/12/2022
Supplement per person to add

SGL € 879,00
DBL € 444,00
TPL € 287,00

SGL € 93,00
DBL € 53,00
TPL € 26,00

SHOULDER SEASON

daily

price per person

24/08/2022 - 07/09/2022
23/10/2022 - 31/10/2022
21/12/2022 - 27/12/2022
01/01/2023 - 07/01/2023

SGL € 2.481,00
DBL € 1.356,00
TPL € 988,00

LOW SEASON

daily

price per person

01/12/2021 - 11/04/2022
17/07/2022 - 23/08/2022
01/11/2022 - 20/12/2022
08/01/2023 - 28/03/2023

SGL € 2.438,00
DBL € 1.292,00
TPL € 939,00

BLACK OUT DATES
23 - 24 - 30 - 31 DECEMBER 2021

From 22/12/2021 to 27/12/2021
Supplement per person to add

From 28/12/2021 to 01/01/2022
Supplement per person to add

SGL € 292,00
DBL € 170,00
TPL € 124,00

SGL € 910,00
DBL € 479,00
TPL € 323,00

Rate not valid during trade and event (date T.B.A.)

INCLUDES
» 3 Nights in Florence BB
» Transfer in / out

TOURS & ACTIVITIES
» Private Florence Walking tour 4 hours and skip-the-line tickets to
Accademia Museum (closed on Monday - On Sunday arrival the visit
will be inverted).
» Private Chianti full day tour with Wine tasting and lunch.

ITINERARY
HOTEL
FLORENCE

HOTEL CALZAIUOLI 4*

Day 1
FLORENCE

Welcome to Florence! Transfer to your hotel. Overnight.

Day 2
FLORENCE

Breakfast in the hotel. In the Morning meet the guide at
the hotel, private walking tour Florence 4 hours with Accademia Museum visit. This walking tour will show the most
fascinating and interesting places of Florence and offers
you the opportunity to visit the famous Accademia Gallery.
In the Accademia Gallery you can admire the best-known
statue in the world, the imposing David by Michelangelo,
a sculpture of absolute beauty, icon of the renaissance
model. Inside the Accademia Gallery you can admire other
important works by this famous artist such as “I Prigioni”,
“San Matteo” and “Pietà di Palestrina”.Rest of day at leisure. Overnight.

OPTIONAL TOUR ON DAY 2:
SKIP THE LINE UFFIZI MUSEUM
ENTRANCE WITH ADIOGUIDE
At 11:15 meeting point at at the Uffizi Gallery Museum,
in front of the door n. 1, entrance reserved to the booking.
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An Assistant will wait for you to assist you in entering
the museum. Visit one of the most famous art galleries
in the world on your own with audiogude. Here you can
admire numerous works of art by Botticelli, Michelangelo,
Leonardo da Vinci, Raffaello, Giotto, Cimabue, Masaccio
and many others. Among the precious exhibition halls
of the Gallery, the most renowned one contains the
refined works by Botticelli, amongst which the absolute
masterpieces: "Primavera" and "Birth of Venus". The latter
painting, the icon of the museum, represents the allegory
of the birth of the goddess emerging from the sea foam
and symbolizes the ideal of beauty as an expression of
purity and spiritual quality, typical of the Renaissance
Neoplatonic aesthetics.
INCLUDES:
» Assistance at the Meeting Point
» Audioguide in your own language
» Museum Skip-the-line Entrance Ticket
» Euro 66,00 per person
For guests who decide to book the am optional Uffizi tour
with audio guides, the private Florence walking tour with
Accademia museum will be confirmed in the afternoon.

Day 3
FLORENCE · CHIANTI CLASSICO WITH WINE TASTINGS AND LUNCH · FLORENCE
Breakfast in the hotel. Today we will have an unforgettable
tour not to be missed!

Pick up at the hotel and departure through the hilly expanses of the old vineyards and olive groves, which characterize the splendid Chianti Terrritory Greve, Panzano,
Gaiole, Radda, Castellina e Castelnuovo Berardenga. We
will have a wine tasting and lunch in one of the most famous vineyards of the area, you will be guided through a
tasting of different wines of the Chianti area and organic
Extra Virgin Olive Oil Return to Florence. Overnight .

Day 4
FLORENCE

Breakfast at the hotel, departure transfer. End of services.
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HIGH SEASON

FLORENCE, THE ENCHANTING
SIENA & SAN GIMIGNANO
4 Days · 3 Nights
Florence > Siena & San Gimignano with wine tasting and lunch >
Florence

daily

price per person

12/04/2022 - 16/07/2022
08/09/2022 - 22/10/2022
28/12/2022 - 31/12//2022

SGL € 2.396,00
DBL € 1.309,00
TPL € 967,00

From 14/06/2022 to 16/06/2022
Supplement per person to add

From 28/12/2022 to 31/12/2022
Supplement per person to add

SGL € 879,00
DBL € 444,00
TPL € 287,00

SGL € 93,00
DBL € 53,00
TPL € 26,00

SHOULDER SEASON

daily

price per person

24/08/2022 - 07/09/2022
23/10/2022 - 31/10/2022
21/12/2022 - 27/12/2022
01/01/2023 - 07/01/2023

SGL € 2.074,00
DBL € 1.149,00
TPL € 847,00

LOW SEASON

daily

price per person

01/12/2021 - 11/04/2022
17/07/2022 - 23/08/2022
01/11/2022 - 20/12/2022
08/01/2023 - 28/03/2023

SGL € 2.301,00
DBL € 1.086,00
TPL € 797,00

BLACK OUT DATES
23, 24, 30, 31 DECEMBER 2021

From 22/12/2021 to 01/01/2022
Supplement per person to add
SGL € 619,00
DBL € 310,00
TPL € 244,00
Rate not valid during trade and event (date T.B.A.)

INCLUDES
» 3 Nights in Florence BB
» Transfer in / out

TOURS & ACTIVITIES
» Private Florence Walking tour 4 hours and skip-the-line tickets to
Accademia Museum (closed on Monday - On Sunday arrival the visit
will be inverted).
» Private Siena - San Gimignano full day tour with Wine tasting and
lunch.

Day 1
FLORENCE

Welcome to Florence! Transfer to your hotel. Overnight.

HOTEL
FLORENCE

ITINERARY

HOTEL CALZAIUOLI 4*

Day 2
FLORENCE

Breakfast in the hotel. In the Morning meet the guide at the
hotel, private walking tour Florence 4 hours with Accademia
Museum visit. This walking tour will show the most fascinating and interesting places of Florence and offers you the
opportunity to visit the famous Accademia Gallery. In the
Accademia Gallery you can admire the best-known statue in
the world, the imposing David by Michelangelo, a sculpture
of absolute beauty, icon of the renaissance model. Inside the
Accademia Gallery you can admire other important works
by this famous artist such as “I Prigioni”, “San Matteo” and
“Pietà di Palestrina”.Rest of day at leisure. Overnight.

OPTIONAL TOUR ON DAY 2:
SKIP THE LINE UFFIZI MUSEUM
ENTRANCE WITH ADIOGUIDE
At 11:15 meeting point at at the Uffizi Gallery Museum,
in front of the door n. 1, entrance reserved to the booking.
An Assistant will wait for you to assist you in entering
the museum. Visit one of the most famous art galleries
in the world on your own with audiogude. Here you can
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admire numerous works of art by Botticelli, Michelangelo,
Leonardo da Vinci, Raffaello, Giotto, Cimabue, Masaccio
and many others. Among the precious exhibition halls
of the Gallery, the most renowned one contains the
refined works by Botticelli, amongst which the absolute
masterpieces: "Primavera" and "Birth of Venus". The latter
painting, the icon of the museum, represents the allegory
of the birth of the goddess emerging from the sea foam
and symbolizes the ideal of beauty as an expression of
purity and spiritual quality, typical of the Renaissance
Neoplatonic aesthetics.
INCLUDES:
» Assistance at the Meeting Point
» Audioguide in your own language
» Museum Skip-the-line Entrance Ticket
» Euro 66,00 per person
For guests who decide to book the am optional Uffizi tour
with audio guides, the private Florence walking tour with
Accademia museum will be confirmed in the afternoon.
Day 3
FLORENCE · SAN GIMIGNANO · SIENA WITH WINE
TASTINGS AND LUNCH · FLORENCE

Through the typical Tuscan countryside hilly territory, we
reach San Gimignano, a beautiful town, UNESCO world
heritage, famous for the still intact medieval town planning with the numerous and beautiful towers hence the
name "Manhattan of the Middle Ages". This town is also
known for the "Vernaccia" wine, produced here. A stroll
in the town centre means discovering true jewels of art,
among which Piazza della Cisterna, the Dome, Palazzo del
Podestà and the Church of Sant' Agostino. We will have a
wine tasting and lunch in one of the famous vineyards of
the area, you will be guided through a tasting of different
wines of the area and organic Extra Virgin Olive Oil. Continue to Siena, splendid medieval city, universally known
for its artistic treasures that has been recognized by the
UNESCO as a "heritage of the humanity". Once in Siena,
we will see the famous Piazza del Campo, with its particular "shell" shape. Here are the Palazzo Comunale (1298)
flanked by the tall Torre del Mangia (1325) and where every year the famous "Palio" takes place. You may use your
free time to visit the splendid Cathedral, one of the highest
artistic expressions of the Middle Ages, and admire the
splendid buildings and suggestive churches along the
narrow lively streets. Return to Florence. Overnight stay.

Day 4
FLORENCE

Breakfast at the hotel, departure transfer. End of services.

Breakfast in the hotel. Today we will have an unforgettable
tour not to be missed! Pick up at the hotel and departure.
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Emilia Romagna
ON THE ROAD
TO EMILIA ROMAGNA
A region built along a road. Emilia Romagna was developed along the ancient Roman street Via Emilia,
unifying its multi-faceted culture and its many lively cities, including Bologna, Parma, and Ravenna; its
Medieval tower-filled hamlets such as Brisighella, and
its amazing countryside, from the smooth Apennine
mountains to Rimini on the Adriatic coast.
Bursting with welcoming people, delectable local cuisine, and suggestive landscapes, Emilia Romagna is
also the home of movie director Federico Fellini and
luxury sports car founder Enzo Ferrari.
When in this all-encompassing region, our suggestion
is to combine all of its wonders—visit its historic and
artistic sites with its motor valley, stopping along the
way to sample unforgettable delicacies: Lambrusco
wine, Prosciutto di Parma, Aceto Balsamico di Modena, and Parmigiano Reggiano cheese.
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BOLOGNA GASTRONOMIC EXPERIENCE
WITH FERRARI MUSEUM AND
PAVAROTTI’S HOUSE

HIGH SEASON

daily

price per person

30/03/2022 - 20/06/2022
04/09/2022 - 31/10/2022

SGL € 1.856,00
DBL € 1.071,50
TPL € 1.014,00

BLACK OUT DATES
FROM 07 TO 14 MAY 2022

4 Days · 3 Nights
Bologna > Modena > Pavarotti’s house > Maranello > Parma >
Bologna

From 02/05/2022 to 27/05/2022
Supplement per person to add.
During this period - Cancellation penalty starting from 35 days before the arrival
SGL € 1.314,00
DBL € 681,50
TPL € 520,00

SHOULDER SEASON

daily

price per person

27/02/2022 - 29/03/2022
21/06/2022 - 17/07/2022

SGL € 1.770,00
DBL € 1.027,00
TPL € 980,00

From 18/03/2022 to 23/03/2022
Supplement per person to add.
During this period - Cancellation penalty starting from 20 days before the arrival
SGL € 1. 314,00
DBL € 681,50
TPL € 520,00

LOW SEASON

daily

price per person

01/12/2021 - 26/02/2022
18/07/2022 - 03/09/2022

SGL € 1.679,00
DBL € 983,00
TPL € 940,00

INCLUDES
» 3 nights in Bologna BB.
» Arrival private Transfer Bologna apt or railway station / Hotel.
» Departure private Transfer hotel / Bologna apt or railway station.
» Small group Modena - Pavarotti’s house - Maranello (Transport Visit
the Ferrari Museum of Maranello - Guided tour and tasting in a Vinegar Factory - Lunch in a Trattoria near Maranello - Visit the House
Museum Luciano Pavarotti).
» Private Parma tour ( transport - English guide in Parma with entrance
included - light Lunch with typical product tasting).

HOTEL
BOLOGNA

STARHOTEL EXCELSIOR 4*

ITINERARY
Day 1
BOLOGNA

Arrival apt or railway station. Transfer to the hotel. Overnight stay.

Day 2
BOLOGNA · MODENA · PAVAROTTI’S HOUSE · MARANELLO · BOLOGNA

Breakfast at the hotel. Departure from the hotel for a fantastic small group experience (maximum 12 pax) in the heart of
the Food Valley, perfect for anyone who wants to discover
the history and millenary tradition of Modena’s excellence.
Discover how the famous Balsamic Vinegar of Modena is
born with a private guided tour of the historic vinegar factory and a tasting of the famous “Black Gold” of Modena.
Then discover the places where the great maestro Luciano
Pavarotti lived by visiting his House Museum room by room
and experience the emotion of “living” the Grand Master.
For lunch relax in the countryside and taste all the local
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products and the famous Tortellini. Then continue discovering the myth of the prancing horse, cross the rooms of the
Ferrari museum and discover all the pieces that have made
the history of this Made in Italy heritage Return to Bologna.
Overnight stay.

Day 3
BOLOGNA · PARMA · BOLOGNA

Breakfast at the hotel. Transfer to Parma where we will
meet our guide for a private walking tour (entrance museum/ monuments included). Parma is a town in Emilia
Romagna that we really recommend to everyone: small,
collected, on a human scale but which at the same time
preserves works of considerable artistic importance within
its historic center. This town is ideal for those who want to
take a day trip because you can comfortably visit in one
day. Join this walking tour with a local tourist guide and
explore the beauty of the city. Discover the medieval era,
the rich heritage of Renaissance art, the splendor of the
Farnese era, the Bourbon reconstruction of the state, the

happy period under the dominion of the Duchess Maria
Luigia of Austria and finally the contemporary era. Follow the tourist guide and visit the Abbey of San Giovanni
Evangelista, the central Piazza Duomo and its monuments,
such as the Basilica of Santa Maria della Steccata. Also
admire the Teatro Regio, Palazzo della Pilotta and Palazzo
Ducale. Discover their stories and their importance in the
city thanks to the guide’s story. After the visit, Light lunch
with tasting of traditional product included a typical Parma
first course of homemade pasta, tasting of raw ham and
other typical cured meats including coppa and parmigiano
reggiano with fried crescentine and focaccia with a glass
of wine and water included. After lunch, transfer back to
Bologna hotel. Overnight stay

Day 4
BOLOGNA

Breakfast at the hotel. Departure transfer to Airport or railway station. End of our services.
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BOLOGNA: FOOD AND WINE
EXPERIENCE

HIGH SEASON

daily

price per person

30/03/2022 - 20/06/2022
04/09/2022 - 31/10/2022

SGL € 2.048,00
DBL € 1.072,50
TPL € 950,00

A- Private AM Lamborghini Museum and Factory.
B- Private Bologna city tour and cooking lessons.
C- Lamborghini Museum and Factory
with small group.

BLACK OUT DATES
FROM 07 TO 14 MAY 2022

From 02/05/2022 to 27/05/2022
Supplement per person to add.
During this period - Cancellation penalty starting from 35 days before the arrival
SGL € 1. 315,00
DBL € 681,50
TPL € 520,00

D- Motor Tour Ferrari - Lamborghini - Pagani.
4 Days · 3 Nights
Bologna > Parma > Reggio Emilia or Modena > Parma > Bologna

SHOULDER SEASON

daily

price per person

27/02/2022 - 29/03/2022
21/06/2022 - 17/07/2022

SGL € 1.963,00
DBL € 1.029,00
TPL € 917,00

From 18/03/2022 to 23/03/2022
Supplement per person to add.
During this period - Cancellation penalty starting from 20 days before the arrival
SGL € 1. 314,00
DBL € 681,50
TPL € 520,00

LOW SEASON

daily

price per person

01/12/2021 - 26/02/2022
18/07/2022 - 03/09/2022

SGL € 1.872,00
DBL € 986,00
TPL € 865,00

INCLUDES
» 3 nights in Bologna BB.
» Arrival private transfer Bologna apt or railway station / Hotel.
» Departure private transfer hotel / Bologna apt or railway station.
» Private tasting experience and Parma city tour:
Transport - English language speaking authorized guide - guided visit
to a Parmigiano-Reggiano dairy with final tasting - picture stop at the
Castle of Torrechiara - guided visit to a Prosciutto di Parma producer
- full typical lunch at a farm-to-table restaurant / agriturismo / wine
maker / guided visit to a producer of real traditional balsamic vinegar
with final tasting / Parma walking tour 2 hours.

HOTEL
BOLOGNA

STARHOTEL EXCELSIOR 4*

ITINERARY
Day 1
BOLOGNA

Arrival apt or railway station. Transfer to the hotel. Overnight stay.

Day 2
BOLOGNA · PARMA · REGGIO EMILIA OR MODENA ·
PARMA · BOLOGNA

Breakfast at the hotel. At 7.30 am approx meet the driver at
the hotel and transfer to Parma. Meet the guide in Parma
and departure to visit an authentic producer of Parmigiano-Reggiano PDO. Discover how the King of all cheeses
has been made in the same way since the benedectine
monks invented it centuries ago: you will first see the hand
making, then the salt pools and finally the "wheel cathedrals", real walls of cheese in a single room. Tasting included. we continue a guided visit + final tasting at a family run
production site of Traditional Balsamic Vinegar PDO Visit
one of the family-run ham factories producing the mythical
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Prosciutto di Parma PDO. You will get to know why the best
ham can only be made in the hills of Parma, where the Marino wind blows from the Ligurian Sea through the so-called
Food Valley of Italy. Full lunch based on the typical products
of the territory in a farm-to-table restaurant: Parmigiano,
Prosciutto as well as other kind of local cold cuts, a typical
filled pasta dish (tortelli di Parma), homemade cakes. All
paired up with local wines like Lambrusco and Malvasia After Lunch, we continue for photo stop at the medieval village
of Torrechiara dominated by its romantic castle: For sure the
most spectacular amidst the Castles of the Duchy of Parma
and Piacenza and Northern Italy, dating back to 1448 DC,
built by Sir Pier Maria Rossi for his lover Bianca Pellegrini.
Transfer to Parma and private walking tour 2 hours ( entrance museum / monument not included) . At the end of
the tour, transfer back to Bologna. Overnight stay.

Day 3
BOLOGNA

Breakfast at the hotel. Day at Leausure*. Overnight.

*OPTIONAL TOUR ON DAY 3:
A- Private AM Lamborghini Museum and Factory.
B- Private Bologna city tour and cooking lessons.
C- Lamborghini Museum and Factory
with small group.
D- Motor Tour Ferrari - Lamborghini - Pagani.
Day 4
BOLOGNA

On page 32-33

Breakfast at the hotel. Departure transfer to airport or railway station. End of our services.
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A- PRIVATE AM LAMBORGHINI MUSEUM AND FACTORY
from monday to friday
(saturday and sunday
the factory is closed)

price per person
€ 310,00

C- LAMBORGHINI MUSEUM AND FACTORY WITH SMALL GROUP
(MAXIMUM 12 PAX)

from monday to friday
(saturday and sunday
the factory is closed)

price per person
€ 320,00

4 HOURS APPROX. INCLUDING PICK UP AND DROP OFF HOTEL

INCLUDES

INCLUDES

» Pick up / drop off hotel

» Pick up / drop off hotel

» Ticket entrance to Lamborghini Museum (not guided)

» Visit of the Lamborghini Museum

» Guided English tour of the Lamborghini Factory ( 50 minutes)

» Guided tour of the Lamborghini Factory

Lunch supplement: a typical Trattoria with two courses, water and wine included
€ 50,00 per person

» Lunch in a Trattoria with two courses, wine and water include

DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION

The Lamborghini Museum is renewed becoming the Museum of Technologies
where the fascinating history, the iconic models and the tours of the production lines tells more than fifty years of innovation that project Lamborghini
towards the future.The new Lamborghini Museum traces all the stages that
have made the history of the “bull” brand.Part of the day is dedicated to visit
the museum, the prestigious boutique to discover all the products of the Lamborghini collection. The visit of the production lines will show you step by step
the birth of the “Huracan” and “Aventador”.Visiting the production lines is a
unique journey to witness the birth of the Lamborghini sport car. From the V12
line where the engine and chassis of the Aventador come together for the first
time, passing through the V10 line where the Huracan was born. The guided
tour make the visit an unforgettable experience to discover the most surprising
places of the factory.

The Lamborghini Museum is renewed becoming the Museum of Technologies
where the fascinating history, the iconic models and the tours of the production lines tells more than fifty years of innovation that project Lamborghini
towards the future.The new Lamborghini Museum traces all the stages that
have made the history of the “bull” brand.Part of the day is dedicated to visit
the museum, the prestigious boutique to discover all the products of the Lamborghini collection. The visit of the production lines will show you step by step
the birth of the “Huracan” and “Aventador”.Visiting the production lines is a
unique journey to witness the birth of the Lamborghini sport car. From the V12
line where the engine and chassis of the Aventador come together for the first
time, passing through the V10 line where the Huracan was born. The guided
tour make the visit an unforgettable experience to discover the most surprising
places of the factory.Enjoy the lunch in a typical Trattoria with two courses,
water and wine included.

B- PRIVATE BOLOGNA CITY TOUR AND COOKING LESSONS
daily
(lunch or dinner)

price per person
€ 341,50

5 HOURS AND HALF

INCLUDES
» Pick up at the hotel (or meeting point in city centre, due to client preference)
» English guide 2 hours walking tour
» Private cooking class
» Private Lunch or Dinner
» Tasting of the three recipes with local wines

D- MOTOR TOUR FERRARI - LAMBORGHINI - PAGANI SMALL GROUP
(MIN 2 - MAX 6 PAX)
monday - tuesday wednesday - thursday

price per person
€ 437,00

NOT AVAIBLE IN AUGUST AND DURING BANK HOLIDAYS

DESCRIPTION
Departure at 7.30/8.00 am from Bologna hotel, transfer to Pagani Museus,
guided of production and Pagani museum. After the visit, continue to Maranello, entrance to Galleria Ferrari Maranello included (with no guide). Free time for
lunch. After lunch departure to Lamborghini Museum, guided tour of production and Lamborghini museum. Transfer back to Bologna Hotel. End of service.

DESCRIPTION
Meet the guide at the hotel. 2 hours walking tour where you will admire the beauties of the
city. Piazza del Nettuno (Neptune Square), where you can admire the fountain now the symbol of Bologna, continuing through Piazza Maggiore you will discover the imposing Basilica
of San Petronio, one of the largest in the world, and the Meridiana. Visit the archiginnasio,
the oldest library in the world, and walk to St. Stephen’s Square, where you can admire the
wonderful Basilica overlooking the square. You’ll see the two Towers, Asinelli and Garisenda, soar over the city, and explore the historic Quadrilateral market to see the historic shops
and fill your nostrils with the scents of local food.Finally, discover the Palace of King Enzo,
now the seat of the Municipality, which overlooks the beautiful Piazza Maggiore. After the
walking tour, you will have a unique experience to see a real Bolognese puff pastry at work. A
person from our staff will welcome tourists to the meeting point and accompany them to the
private home of the sfoglina in the historic center of Bologna where you can see her at work
preparing the puff pastry and pasta in a real Bolognese show cooking. Discover the secrets
of Bolognese cuisine in the home of a “sfoglina” with this private half-day cooking lesson.
Learn how to prepare fresh stuffed pasta including tortellini and tortelloni in this practical
lesson.During the lesson Cesarina will reveal the tricks of the trade of 3 authentic recipes
from Bologna. Have fun by testing your cooking skills. Each participant will have a workplace
equipped with utensils and all the ingredients to make the dishes. Then, you will taste everything you have prepared with a selection of local red and white wines.
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Liguria
PICTURE-PERFECT
CINQUE TERRE
Cinque Terre translates to “Five Lands,” representing
five lovely villages dating back to 11th century: Monterosso al Mare, Vernazza, Corniglia, Manarola, Riomaggiore. Each town gracefully clings to the rocky
coast of Liguria, offering one-of-a-kind views of Italian
life and the stunning Ligurian Sea. Cinque Terre and
its colorful clusters of old fishermen’s houses, make
up a national park and a UNESCO World Heritage
Site, casting a spell over everyone who visits.
The Cinque Terre also serve as an ideal place to start
an adventure through France or the rest of the Liguria region. Nearby Genoa boasts an historic Old Town,
while other picture-perfect destinations include the
exclusive Portofino, Rapallo, Tigullio, and Santa Margherita Ligure. For the most dreamy trip through
Northern Italy, be sure to visit the 8th century Abbey of San Fruttuoso, the small harbor of Lerici with
its castle and evocative Gulf of Poets, and Sanremo,
home to an annual music extravaganza.
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HIGH SEASON

THE BEST OF CINQUE TERRE
WITH BOAT TRIP AND WINE TOUR

daily

price per person

30/05/2022 - 30/09/2022

SGL € 3.282,00
DBL € 1.658,50
TPL € 1.177,00

4 Days · 3 Nights
Monterosso al Mare > Corniglia> Manarola>Vernazza>
Riomaggiore> Monterosso al Mare

SHOULDER SEASON

daily

price per person

01/04/2022 – 29/05/2022
01/10/2022 – 15/10/2022

SGL € 3.192,00
DBL € 1.612,00
TPL € 1.149,00

From 12/04/2022 to 18/04/2022
Supplement per person to add
SGL € 91,50
DBL € 46,00
TPL € 28,50

LOW SEASON

daily

price per person

16/10/2022 - 08/11/2022

SGL € 3.078,00
DBL € 1.554,00
TPL € 1.189,00

INCLUDES
» 3 Nights in Monterosso al Mare BB

TOURS & ACTIVITIES
» Private wine tour with box lunch
» Private boat experience 3 hours Cinque Terre by sea with aperitif
» Private English guide 2 days
» Cinque terre Card 1 day on day 3)
Supplement for transfers roundtrip Genova / Monterosso al Mare / Genova
SGL € 629,00
DBL € 314,00
TPL € 244,50

HOTEL
MONTEROSSO AL MARE

HOTEL PORTO ROCA 4*

ITINERARY
Day 1
MONTEROSSO AL MARE

Welcome to Monterosso al Mare!. Overnight.

Day 2
MONTEROSSO AL MARE

Breakfast in the hotel. At 10.00 am aprox meet the guide
at the hotel. Today we will have a wonderful experience. A
wine trekking along one of the most spectacular hilly slopes
of the 5 Terre vineyard, with a 360-degree panorama of the
surrounding hills up to the sea, the walk, a story that guides
you step by step to discover the territory, grapes, olive trees,
lemon groves, places and panoramas that fill your eyes and
will not leave you indifferent, between landscapes, vineyards, history. The wine trekking is supported by a digital
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audio guides app Included a picnic basket with gourmet
sandwiches of your choice, a bottle of 5 terre dop buranco,
seasonal fruit, water, glasses and corkscrews. Free time on
your leausure. In the afternoon at about 4:30 pm a 3 hours
boat tour experience with navigation along the coast of the
Cinque Terre National Park by sea is waiting for you. We
will stop more than once in one of the beautiful bays of the
coast to swim or snorkel, a rich buffet with drinks included.
Overnight.

Vernazza, the queen of the Cinque Terre; Corniglia, the
smallest of the Cinque Terre, stands on a high cliff, far from
the sea; Manarola, a village that seems to climb the jagged
cliff overlooking the sea and all around green vineyards,
this is where the best Instagram photos are taken; the last
village of the Cinque Terre is Riomaggiore, a pretty seaside
town with views worthy of a postcard. Overnight stay.

Day 3
MONTEROSSO AL MARE

Breakfast at the hotel. End of services.

Day 4
MONTEROSSO AL MARE

Breakfast in the hotel.At 10.00 am aprox meet the guide at
the hotel. Private cinque terre tour by local train. Monterosso al Mare: the largest and most visited of the villages;
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Lombardia
GLAMOUROUS MILAN AND
EXCLUSIVE LOMBARDY
Surely you know Milan and its excellent boutiques
and restaurants, but we'd love to be your experienced
guide to its temples of 5-star food and fashion. This
dynamic metropolis represents the heart of Italian finance and economy, but it also contains magnificent
artistic views and secret corners - from the breathtaking marble Gothic Duomo to The Last Supper by Leonardo da Vinci, tucked away in the little church of Santa
Maria delle Grazie.
Milan is also close to the evocative Lake Como region at
the foot of the Alps. Here, you can't miss the breathtaking scenery dotted with aristocratic gardens and villas,
archaeological sites, and ancient churches - plus the
picturesque wooded island Isola Comacina.The unique
cities of Como, Bellagio, Menaggio, Brunate, andVarenna are ideal locations for those who love the outdoors particularly activities such as sailing and water sports.
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LOW SEASON

COMO LAKE
WITH BERNINA EXPRESS

daily

price per person

01/12/2021 - 26/02/2022
01/10/2022 - 31/10/2022

SGL € 2.143,00
DBL € 1.190,00
TPL € 1.207,00

BLACK OUT DATES
FROM 29/12/2021 TO 31/12/2021

4 Days · 3 Nights
Como > Bernina Express > Como

SHOULDER SEASON

daily

price per person

27/02/2022 - 28/04/2022

SGL € 2.336,00
DBL € 1.283,00
TPL € 1.229,00

BLACK OUT DATES
FROM 02/04/2022 TO 10/04/2022

HIGH SEASON

daily

price per person

29/04/2022 - 30/09/2022

SGL € 2.573,00
DBL € 1.355,00
TPL € 1.306,00

BLACK OUT DATES
FROM 18/05/2022 TO 22/05/2022
FROM 07/09/2022 TO 11/09/2022
FROM 15/09/2022 TO 18/09/2022

INCLUDES
» Transfer in and out from Airport Malpensa to the hotel and vv.
» 3 nights at Hotel Terminus - SGL (Superior room DUS); DBL in superior Room; TPL in Deluxe room
» 3 Nights BB

TOURS & ACTIVITIES
» Private Tour Bernina Express - Private car with English speaking driver at disposal for 10 hours aprox and Bernina Express train tickets.
Stop Saint Moritz- 2 hours at your disposal to explore on your own the
city. (You will be on your own on the train and in Saint Moritz).

HOTEL
COMO

TERMINUS 4*

ITINERARY
Day 1
COMO

Welcome to Como Lake! Meet our driver at the airport
Malpensa Milan and transfer to your hotel Terminus Hotel.
Time at your leisure. We suggest take a walk around Como.
Como Cathedral is just 300 m away from the hotel, while
the museum and gardens of Tempio Voltiano are 5 minutes
away on foot. Overnight.

Day 2
COMO · BERNINA EXPRESS · COMO

The Bernina Express… the "train that climbs the mountain"!
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The Bernina Train is a theater from which to admire the
fascinating spectacle of nature, it is a testimony of history
(it has already 100 years old) and the World Heritage Site.
After breakfast at the hotel, meet your driver and after a
car ride from your hotel to Tirano, board the Bernina Express for a ride along one of the most beautiful railway
routes in the world with its unsurpassed alpine views. The
journey will be about two hours long during which you will
reach an altitude of 2,253 meters above sea level (about
7,400 feet) the highest point reached by a train in EuropeLook out at the Swiss Alps as you ride along the Bernina
Pass to St Moritz, and then enjoy free time to explore the
chic mountain town before you will remeet your driver to

return to Milan (Meeting point in Sant Moritz). Overnight
stay in Como. Terminus Hotel.

Day 3
COMO

Today a must-see for every traveler who visits Como: Enjoy
the city and the lake!. After breakfast day at your disposal.
If you want you can reach the beach or the Como- Brunate
funicular. Overnight stay.

Day 4
COMO

Breakfast at the hotel and transfer to Milan (MXP) end of
our services.
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LOW SEASON

COMO LAKE DELUXE WITH BERNINA
EXPRESS AND LAKE TERRACE DINNER

daily

price per person

01/04/2022 - 26/04/2022
16/10/2022 - 27/10/2022

DBL € 2.249,00

4 Days · 3 Nights

LAKE VIEW
PRESTIGE ROOM
SUPLEMENT
€ 333,00

Tremezzo > Bernina Express > Tremezzoa

SHOULDER SEASON

daily

price per person

27/04/2022 – 17/05/2022
18/09/2022 – 15/10/2022

DBL € 2.725,00

LAKE VIEW
PRESTIGE ROOM
SUPLEMENT
€ 525,00

HIGH SEASON

daily

price per person

18/05/2022 – 17/09/2022

DBL € 3.058,00

LAKE VIEW
PRESTIGE ROOM
SUPLEMENT
€ 715,00

INCLUDES
» Transfer in and out from Airport Malpensa to the hotel and vv.
» 3 nights at one of the Italy’s loveliest hotels: The Grand Hotel Tremezzo - Prestige Room.
» 3 Nights BB.
» Dinner Gualtiero Marchesi tasting at restaurant La Terrazza Gualtiero
Marchesi 5-course menu (4 courses and dessert) with wine pairing
included.

TOURS & ACTIVITIES
» Private Tour Bernina Express - Private car with English speaking driver at disposal for 10 hours aprox and Bernina Express train tickets.
Stop Saint Moritz- 2 hours at your disposal to explore on your own the
city. ( You will be on your own on the train and in Saint Moritz).

HOTEL
COMO

THE GRAND HOTEL TREMEZZO 5*

ITINERARY
Welcome to Como Lake! Meet our driver at the airport Malpensa Milan and transfer to your hotel The Grand Hotel
Tremezzo. A great experience awaits you! you will dinner at
the fine dining restaurant La Terrazza Gualtiero Marchesi.
One of just a handful of restaurants serving his signature
dishes as well as creations inspired by his unique style of
cookery, every experience is elegant, unexpected and exciting. As you sit on the most elegant terrace on the Lake,
let us treat your palate to an unforgettably romantic dinner
as the sun slowly sets over the Grigne mountains and sparkling lake waters. Overnight .

(it has already 100 years old) and the World Heritage Site.
After breakfast at the hotel, meet your driver and after a
car ride from your hotel to Tirano, board the Bernina Express for a ride along one of the most beautiful railway
routes in the world with its unsurpassed alpine views. The
journey will be about two hours long during which you will
reach an altitude of 2,253 meters above sea level (about
7,400 feet) the highest point reached by a train in EuropeLook out at the Swiss Alps as you ride along the Bernina
Pass to St Moritz, and then enjoy free time to explore the
chic mountain town before you will remeet your driver to
return to Milan(Meeting point in Sant Moritz). Overnight
stay in Thr Granf Hotel Tremezzo.

Day 2
TREMEZZO · BERNINA EXPRESS · TREMEZZO

Day 3
TREMEZZO

Day 1
TREMEZZO

The Grand Hotel Tremezzo is an iconic art nouveau masterpiece sitting on
the western shores of Lake Como. Ovenight inside the art nouveau Palace and
relive the glory years of the Belle Époque. Fabulous period décor characterized
by vibrant colors, go back through the glamor of yesteryear. Here it was
recreated a classic lakeside lido as was the fashion during the Belle Époque
where you can while away long hours sunbathing, dipping into the irresistible
floating pool, sipping on a refreshing cocktail, all admiring the spectacular
scenery of the Lake in front of you. The Grand Hotel Tremezzo is also nestled
in an expansive and beautiful park so make sure you find the time to wander
around and discover just how wonderful nature can be.
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The Bernina Express… the "train that climbs the mountain"!
The Bernina Train is a theater from which to admire the
fascinating spectacle of nature, it is a testimony of history

on a refreshing cocktail, all admiring the spectacular scenery of the Lake in front of you. Overnight stay.

Day 4
TREMEZZO

Breakfast at the hotel and transfer to Milan (MXP) end of
our services.

Today a must-see for every traveler who visits Como: Enjoy
the lake! After breakfast day at your disposal. Reach the
lakeside lido where you can while away long hours sunbathing, dipping into the irresistible floating pool, sipping
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HIGH SEASON

MILAN & COMO LAKE EXPERIENCE
4 Days · 3 Nights
Milan> Como > Bellagio > Milan

daily

price per person

29/4/2022 - 30/6/2022
29/8/2022 - 31/10/2022

SGL € 2.502,00
DBL € 1.322,00
TPL € 1.039,00

BLACK OUT DATES
IPAK/IMA FAIR : FROM APRIL 30 APRIL TO 2 MAY
MIPEL/MICAM/MODA FAIR : SEPTEMBER DATES TBA
GP F1 :SEPTEMBER DATES TBA

SHOULDER SEASON

daily

price per person

01/01/2022 - 28/4/2022
01/7/2022 - 28/8/2022

SGL € 2.356,00
DBL € 1.230,00
TPL € 879,00

BLACK OUT DATES
MIPEL/MICAM/MODA FEBURARY DATES TBA
EXPOCONFORT MARCH 5/10
FURNITURE FAIR: FROM APRIL 2 TO ABRIL 9

INCLUDES
» Transfer in from Apt Mxp to the hotel
» 3 nights in Milan BB ( SGL Superior Double for single use - Dbl Superior Double - Tpl Deluxe Double + extra bed)
» Full day private excursion to Lake Como (Transport with English
speaking driver at your disposal 8 hours) and Ferry tickets)
» Half day (3hrs) English speaking guide (walking tour)
» Transfer out Hotel to Apt Mxp

HOTEL
MILAN

SINA DE LA VILLE 4*S

ITINERARY
Day 1
MILAN

Welcome to Milan! Meet our driver at the airport Malpensa
and transfer to your hotel. Overnight in Milan.

Day 2
MILAN

Breakfast at the hotel at 09:30 AM meet your personal private English speaking guide at the lobby of your hotel and
begin your walking tour around the city. The Duomo, Sforza
Castle, Colonne di San Lorenzo, Scala Opera House, are
only few of the many interesting location discoverable with
this tour. Close your hotel you can reach the splendid Duomo Cathedral, a striking example of Gothic art and the largest church in Italy. Walk inside Galleria Vittorio Emanuele
II shopping gallery, a 19th century glass vaulted shopping
arcade. Brimming with fashionable shops and cafes, it used
to be the connecting path between the Cathedral and the La
Scala Opera House, so the ladies could stay dry in their way
to the theatre in case of rain. At the end of the Galleria you
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arrive at Milan’s most famous Opera House: the fabulous
La Scala Theatre. Founded in 1778 and still in use, some of
the world’s greatest musicians and opera singers have performed here including Pavarotti, Maria Callas and Giuseppe
Verdi. Afternoon at your disposal. Overnight stay.

Day 3
MILAN · COMO · BELLAGIO · MILAN

Enjoy this day in the most relaxing way. Wake up in the
morning at your centrally located hotel and after breakfast
wait for our driver to come and pick you up and within an
hour, you will reach Lake Como and continue driving along
the panoramic lake road SS 340 until your first tour stop:
Villa Balbianello (entrance ticket not included) The property was lastly owned by the Italian explorer and philanthropist Guido Monzino, who donated the building and
gardens to the FAI (National Trust of Italy). The Villa now
hosts an extremely beautiful, rich and complete museum
of Monzino’s expeditions and also includes many art masterpieces of his collection. More recently the property was

used as movie-set for James Bond: Casino Royale and Star
Wars: II Episode films. Lake Como is the third largest lake
in Europe and is surrounded by stunning alpine scenery
and beautiful villages famed for their high quality silk production. The mild Mediterranean climate ensures an abundance of exotic and rare plants thrive year round .You will
then proceed with a car-ferry ride that arrives to Bellagio:
one of the most famous towns on the lake. You can enjoy
some free lunch-time in town with a stunning panorama,
shop at world-class stores and admire the centuries-old
architecture. In the Afternoon your private driver will take
you back to your hotel in Milan. Overnight.
Important Notes: Please note that a moderate amount of
walking (15 min) is involved to and from the car parking to
Villa Balbianello

Day 4
MILAN

Breakfast at the hotel and transfer to the airport. End of
our services.
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Veneto
ROMANTIC VENETO
Traveling Veneto means opening a treasure chest
filled with an incredible variety of artistic jewels, historical cities, and unique natural landscapes. We love
the magic atmosphere of Venice, the City on the Water
which has charmed travelers, painters, and artists for
centuries.
Then there is Verona, with its Medieval architecture
and the still-active Roman Arena, a must-visit location for lovers of music, art, and history. Also the city
where William Shakespeare set his play Romeo and
Juliet, visitors can still visit the Gothic house with the
balcony said to have inspired the Bard.
Meanwhile, nature enthusiasts can easily venture to
the biggest lake in Italy, Lake Garda, and the impressive Dolomite Mountains. The pearl of the Dolomiti,
Cortina d'Ampezzo, is the perfect spot to spoil yourself with serene landscapes, skiing, and other exciting
outdoor sports. Or, opt for relaxing spa treatments and
delicious traditional mountain cuisine all in a spectacular setting.
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HIGH SEASON

VENICE EXPERIENCE WITH GONDOLA
& BACARO TOUR
4 Days · 3 Nights
Venice > Venice

price per person
16/02/2022 -19/02/2022
23/02/2022 - 26/02/2022
13/04/2022 - 25/06/2022
24/08/2022 - 22/10/2022

SGL € 2.199,00
DBL € 1.193,00
TPL € 905,00

LAGOON VIEW
SUPPLEMENT
SGL € 1.003,00
DBL € 410,00
TPL € 333,50

On Wednesday and Saturday Arrival
Supplement per person to add.

On Thursday and Friday Arrival
Supplement per person to add.

SGL € 46,00
DBL € 32,00
TPL € 16,00

SGL € 92,50
DBL € 63,50
TPL € 32,50

SHOULDER SEASON

price per person
02/01/2022 - 08/01/2022
20/02/2022 - 22/02/2022
27/02/2022 - 01/03/2022
23/03/2022 - 12/04/2022
26/06/2022 - 23/08/2022
23/10/2022 - 05/11/2022
21/12/2022 - 01/01/2023*

SGL€ 2.026,00
DBL € 1.082,00
TPL € 821,00

LAGOON VIEW
SUPPLEMENT
SGL € 756,00
DBL € 313,00
TPL € 242,00

*From 29/12/2022 to 01/01/2023
Supplement per person to add.
SGL € 310,00
DBL € 207,00
TPL € 130,00

LOW SEASON

price per person
09/01/2022 - 15/02/2022
02/03/2022 - 22/03/2022
06/11/2022 - 20/12/2022

SGL € 1.745,00
DBL € 896,00
TPL € 668,00

LAGOON VIEW
SUPPLEMENT
SGL€ 643,00
DBL € 300,00
TPL € 230,00

INCLUDES
» 3 Nights in Venice BB
» Transfer in / out

TOURS & ACTIVITIES
» Private Venice Walking tour 2 hours and skip-the-line tickets to
access St. Mark’s Basilica
» Private Gondola ride 35 Minutes
» Bacaro Experience

HOTEL
VENICE

HOTEL SAVOIA JOLANDA 4*

ITINERARY
Day 1
VENICE

Welcome to Venice ! Transfer to your hotel. Overnight.

Day 2
VENICE

Breakfast in the hotel. At 9:00 AM aprox meet the guide at
the hotel, private walking tour Venice 2 hours. Piazza San
Marco - Origins, history and description of the main monuments: Basilica San Marco, Palazzo Ducale, Bell tower,
Clock Tower and Procuratie. Santa Maria Formosa - History
and anecdotes related to this wonderful and characteristic
square. Campo St. Giovanni e Paolo - The “Pantheon” of
Venice, the great School of Charity, the Captains of fortune.
Marco Polo’s House and Malibran Theatre - Anecdotes
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and past and recent history cross each other in this beautiful corner of Venice. Return to San Marco through the
Mercerie, vital connection between Rialto and San Marco
and the main street for the city shopping. Free time on your
leausure. In the afternoon at about 06:00 PM pick up at the
hotel (or meeting point in city centre) to begin our Bacaro
tour experience. A visit to a couple local wine bars in the less
touristic areas of Venice, where you will taste local wines
and the so-called “cicchetti”, a kind of Venetian tapas. An
exclusivity for our luxury guests! At the end of the tour return
to the hotel on your own. Overnight.

Day 3
VENICE

Breakfast in the hotel. Today we will have an unforgettable tour not to be missed! Discover Venice on board of a

gondola! Departure from Stazio Danieli. Available in the
morning or in the afternoon (last departure available can
change due to the season). The best way to appreciate the
beauty and uniqueness of a city built on water is on board
a gondola. Gliding through Venice’s canals, you’ll be introduced to the splendid palaces, churches, bridges, gardens
and warehouses lining the city’s liquid streets. Embarking
is possible from one of these following gondola stations:
Danieli, Dogana or Vallaresso, Bauer. Depending on your
hotel we will reconfirm the meeting point. Ideal for photographers! Rest of the day at your leisure. Overnight stay.

Day 4
VENICE

Breakfast at the hotel, departure transfer. End of services.
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Sardegna
ICHNUSSA, THE ISLE OF
SARDUS, CRADLE OF THE
MEDITERRANEAN
Its hues represent the identity of the Mediterranean area.
Its coastline runs for more than 2,000 km and is the ideal
destination for travelers in love with the beach and the
emerald sea, but also for any undeterred hikers on the
lookout for the next memorable trip.
Sardinia has a powerful charm made of splendid climate
conditions, a rich history, a vibrant and ancient culture
and a diverse landscape.
Archaeological remains clearly demonstrate that Sardinia has been inhabited since the Stone Age: it was called
Ichnussa by the Greeks, referring to its resemblance to
a footprint, later on it took the name after one of its first
famous inhabitants, Sardus, and today is an authentic
jewel, with ancient traditions and a wild and flawless nature. Vast areas are still magically intact today and are inhabited by deer, large birds of prey and magnificent wild
horses.
A paradise on earth for sea lovers, that might finally relax
and shut off from the rest of the world in the peaceful
beauty of the Maddalena archipelago, but also for those
in search of a vibrant night-life on the luxurious and
trendy Costa Smeralda, or an active holiday enjoying water sports, trekking or climbing.
Premium Travelers offers fully customizable private activities and service of any kind. Each private tour will be
unique and crafted around the guest.
Enjoy a safari, high-end shopping experiences, test-driving of the best Italian car brands, sightseeing, shore excursions and much more!
We will be there for you before, during and after the trip,
putting at disposal our limousines, yachts and helicopters, with the sole aim of making our guests’ experience
the best of the best.
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MARVELLOUS SARDINIA
6 Days · 5 Nights
Baja Sardinia > Baja Sardinia

daily

price per person

07/05/2022 - 23/05/2022
24/09/2022 - 25/10/2022

SGL € 2.350,00
DBL € 1.294,00
TPL € 1.250,00

24/05/2022 - 06/06/2022
10/09/2022 - 23/09/2022

SGL € 2.588,00
DBL € 1.413,00
TPL € 1.360,00

07/06/2022 - 20/06/2022

SGL € 3.301,00
DBL € 1.770,00
TPL € 1.694,50
SGL € 4.017,00
DBL € 2.127,00
TPL € 2.027,00
SGL € 4.254,00
DBL € 2.245,00
TPL € 2.138,50

21/06/2022 - 03/07/2022
27/08/2022 - 09/09/2022
04/07/2022 - 25/07/2022

SGL € 4.810,00
DBL € 2.524,50
TPL € 2.393,00

26/07/2022 - 30/07/2022
21/08/2022 - 26/08/2022
31/07/2022 - 20/08/2022
Minimum stay 7 nights compulsory

SGL € 6.525,00
DBL € 3.382,50
TPL € 3.193,00

INCLUDES
» Transfer in from Apt Olbia to the hotel.
» 5 Nights with breakfast and dinner (no drinks) Half board (in Junior
suite sea view) *
» Transfer out from the hotel to the Apt Olbia.
*From 31/07/2022 to 20/08/2022 - 7 nights included with breakfast and dinner
(no drinks) Half board (in Junior suite sea view).

HOTEL
SARDINIA

CLUB HOTEL BAJA SARDINIA 4*

DESCRIPTION
In the center of the Mediterranean lies a jewel of an island surrounded by crystalline turquoise waters that excite even the most insensitive people: The
Sardegna Island.
Relax and enjoy this spectacle of nature by purchasing this package that offers a stay in one of the best hotels located in one of the most beautiful beaches
Baja Sardinia Beach.
A splendid holiday in a unique land where you can finally relax and leave your daily routine behind Its fine white sands meet a turquoise sea that shimmers
into every imaginable shade of blue as it dissolves into the horizon.
The hotel selected is located in Baja Sardinia , just 15 km from Porto Rotondo and 30 km from Porto Cervo, it’s the Club Hotel Baja Sardinia an elegant 4*
hotel. The rooms are bright and elegant, with a marvelous sea view, fully equipped with WI-FI -balcony or terrace equipped with 2 chairs and table- Private
Bathroom with bathtub or walk-in-shower- Hairdryer - complete set of bath amenities from the brand Baja Hotels - Individual bathrobe and plush slippers
personalized with the hotel logo direct line phone- wakeup call service - central air conditioning - Flat-screen TV -Satellite Channels - Safety Deposit Box minibar - beach towels - Room Service.
What’s more? You will find a fantastic breakfast served on a beautiful terrace overlooking the seat.
Private beach in the private bay overlooking the beautiful Maddalena Archipelago, a sequence of cliffs polished by the wind, an extensive Mediterranean
vegetation with its delicate fragrance, the sand and unbelievable crystal clear seawaters shall be the perfect place for spending your days by the sea.
Sunbeds, beach umbrellas service at complete disposal of all guests, complete the offer which will make your stay definitely exclusive and relaxing, in a
real piece of paradise.
For your dinner, you have a choice between the three restaurants of the hotel.
The Miramare restaurant, a wonderful terrace with breathtaking sea-view, enhanced by the romantic warmth of the candlelight, will be the ideal location
to delight our famous cuisine.
The Somu Restaurant is not just a restaurant, but a home where people can taste fine meals and share pleasant moments, a place where it is possible to
savour unexpected food combinations, created with high quality ingredients.
The Bougainville Restaurant, An elegant and welcoming location, for a culinary experience by the sea.
The chef’s cuisine is creative and unexpected. He adds unusual ingredients, coming from other regions of Italy and foreign countries, to traditional recipes.
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OPTIONAL PRIVATE TOUR: MADDALENA'S ARCHIPELAGO
Maddalena archipelago is the place that combines a unique nature and crystal
clear sea with the characters of world history.
Off the northeastern coast of Sardinia, there is an archipelago of 52 islands,
large and small: Maddalena, Caprera, Santo Stefano, Spargi, Budelli, Santa Maria, Razzoli and other islets with white beaches, a stunning pristine sea clarity
and transparency, and with colors that change from dark blue to emerald green.
But the most unique place is a beach with the pink sand, the island of Budelli,
unfortunately closed to the public.
La Maddalena, the largest island of the archipelago, located off the northern
coast of Sardinia, deserves special attention. On the Island, Cala Gavetta, an
old fishing village, with time became an harbour city, in the center of which are
located many restaurants, bars and taverns, some already in business since the
seventeenth century.
The island has been inhabited since the Neolithic period, but it was abandoned
after the fall of the Western Roman Empire and became home for shepherds.
On February 23, 1793, the island has faced an attempted invasion of the 'French
army, under the command of a young Corse, an officer named Napoleon Bona-

parte, which the Direttorium had entrusted the secondary action of a maneuver
that was to lead to the conquest of Sardinia: the assault on the island of Maddalena, already then an important naval base. Napoleon, occupied the island of St.
Stephen in front of Maddalena, he installed the battery 3 cannons and mortars
that were with him, and began a bombardment. The inhabitants of La Maddalena managed to repel all French attempts to land and organized an expedition
against the small French fleet, forcing the French to set sail. Napoleon categorically refused to re-embark. To convince him to flee was the action of local inabitants that counterattacked and almost managed to catch him.
The archipelago is also known as the last home of "the hero of the two worlds"
Giuseppe Garibaldi, who built at Caprera the famous 'White House'. Currently
the house is a museum open to visitors.
During the excursion you can admire the most beautiful beaches compared not
only to those in Sardinia, but throughout Italy; you will discover the history and
culture of the island that has so impressed Giuseppe Garibaldi to choose this
island as his last refuge. Thus he wrote in his diary: "If there is a heaven on earth
I found my Caprera."

price per person
SGL € 1.509,00
DBL € 834,50
TRP € 523,00

DURATION OF THE EXCURSION: FULL DAY (8 HOURS)

INCLUDES
» Pick up and Drop off : Hotel Club Baja Sardinia
» Transport
» Ferry a/r
» English Guide
» Regular ferry boat
» Entrance Compendio Garibaldino (closed on Mondays)
» Entrance Memoriale Giuseppe Garibaldi (closed on Tuesday)

ITINERARY
Pick up at the hotel at 9.00 am aprox - Transfer to the Palau from where the ferry to
La Maddalea leaves Ferry leaves at about 10.00 / 10.30 -The ferry trip takes about 30
minutes with boarding and disembarking.
Arrive at the town La Maddalena where there will be a sightseeing tour to see the city
and the beaches of the island. Then go to see the Caprera and the Garibaldi museum
- Garibaldi Compendium of Caprera.
Free time for lunch (not included *) - client can choose any restaurant / bar - The
guide will give them suggestion.
After lunch they will have free time. Then they board the return.
Being a private excursion, they can agree directly with the guide on the stages they
would like to do (the guide will obviously propose everything there is to see).
Around 17.00- drop off at the hotel.
*Supplement for lunch included: euro 87,50 per person ( water and 1/4 of wine included)
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Useful information before
booking our Premium
Packages
Discover Italy with us
We provide you a large selection of products, with professional
approach and passion.
Our staff will always be at your disposal to suggest you the best
solution. Your clients will never be alone, we’ll be your “eyes” and
“hands” during their trip.

Hosting world travelers in Italy, since 1925
Carrani Tours history begins in 1925 following a brilliant idea of the
founder

Important Notes:
all rates are per person
Rates indicated are expressed in EURO (€) and include Service
and the current applicable VAT. All prices are subject to automatic
change without prior notice due to VAT increase, local fees or bus
congestion charge not communicated at the time of this catalogue's
release.

overnight in listed hotels or similar
City Tax:
Please take note that rates do not include city taxes. Where
applicable, the amount due will be directly paid from clients at the
hotel.

Mr. Benedetto De Angelis. The idea was to provide a structured
offering for guided visits of Rome. Carrani Tours in fact, obtained the
license number one as bus operator for touring purposes. Since then
Carrani Tours has slowly built a network of tours and visits in major
destinations becoming a leading company in Italy. Today Carrani
Tours is still owned by the founding family and employs 60 staff
members.

The amount changes according to the city board and it is meant per
pax per night, and hotel category.

Carrani Tours offers products and services throughout the entire
territory of Italy operating with passion and professionalism.

Cancellation Fees:

Providing travel solutions for individuals and groups, specializing
in the cities of art with attention to culture, history and regional
gastronomy, incentive travel, leisure travel, guided visits in special
interest destinations, conferences and events.

Working days: from Monday to Friday

Carrani has a strong presence in other markets such as Canada,
Australia, Europe, South and Central America with focus on
Argentina, Mexico and the new emerging market: Brazil, where it is
present since 2008.

Supplements & Notes:
During trade shows or public holidays/events, extra fees could apply.
In this case, the amount to be paid will be communicated at the time
of booking.
Until 21 working days before departure no penalty
In case of different cancellation policy, we will notify it at the moment
of the booking.

Working policy:
In order to avoid problems with your reservations, we would like to
remind you our policy regarding bookings and cancellations:
Complaints have to be received by mail within 60 days from date of
the last service provided by Carrani, so we could reply in the most
accurate way.
Please take note that, every time you send us an e-mail requesting
our services, we will always reply in writting. If you request a
particular hotel that it is not available, we will confirm a similar option
(to the requested one).
In case of cancellation, we will send an e-mail as confirmation of the
cancellation. If you do not receive this confirmation it would means
that for us the booking is still operative. So if our provider charges us
no show penalties, we will charge you the same penalties.
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